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Communication ICs

Speech network for telephones
BA6569AS / BA6569AFP

The BA6569AS and BA6569AFP are speech networks which possesses the basic functions required for handset com-
munications. In addition to amplifying signals from a transmitter and sending them to a telephone line, they also amplify
only reception signals from a telephone line and drive the receiver. In addition to a function which compensates for fluc-
tuation in the transmission and reception volume caused by the length of the telephone line (AGC), they are also
equipped with a manual PAD function in order to accommodate PBX.

�Applications
Telephones and telephone equipment

�Features
1) Basic speech network functions built in.
2) Single output pin of reception pre-amplifier is sepa-

rate.
3) Single input pin of reception pre-amplifier is sepa-

rate, enabling mixing of input.
4) Input to microphone pre-amplifier is balanced and of-

fers high resistance to in-line noise.
5) Input pin of MF pre-amplifier enables mixing of input.
6) Manual pad pin included.
7) Pre-amplifiers for reception, microphone, and MF

employ AGC based on telephone line current.

8) AC impedance can be raised by altering the posi-
tive feedback. This enables configuration of power
supply circuits for microcomputers and other ap-
plications using only a single resistor.

9) A BTL circuit is used for reception output, and the
wide dynamic range enables both dynamic and ce-
ramic receivers to be accommodated.

10) Few external attachments are required.
11) 22-pin SDIP and 24-pin HSOP packages available.

�Absolute maximum ratings (Ta = 25�C)
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�Block diagram
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�Electrical characteristics (unless otherwise noted, Ta = 25�C, f = 1kHz, BPF = 400Hz to 30kHz)
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�Electrical characteristic curves
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�Measurement circuits
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�Circuit operation
The BA6569AS and BA6569AFP carry out the following
basic operations.
(1) Handset talk and receive
Voice signals received from a telephone line are output
to a handset speaker. Voice signals from the handset mi-
crophone are also output to the telephone line.
(2) DTMF send and key tone input
The BA6569AS and BA6569AFP have a mute switch
which can be switched between a “handset send and re-
ceive” mode and a “DTMF send and key tone input”
mode by an external logic signal. In the “DTMF send and
key tone input” mode, it transmits DTMF signals from the
dial pad to the telephone line, and key tones to the hand-
set receiver.

(3) AGC
Gain is adjusted steplessly in response to the size of cur-
rent from the telephone line. When there is a large cur-
rent (a short distance is involved), the gain is lowered.
The gain volume can also be adjusted by changing the
value of the resistor connected to the AGC pin.
(4) Manual pad
In order to accommodate situations such as a PBX,
where there is little current but a short distance is in-
volved, the gain can be lowered by a constant volume re-
gardless of the current value. Fluctuation in the amount
of gain can be adjusted by changing the value connected
to the MPAD pin.
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�Pin descriptions
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�Operation notes
The maximum power dissipation for the BA6569AS is
1100mW, and for the BA6569AFP, the maximum power
dissipation is 1200mW (when mounted on 90mm �
50mm � 1.6mm glass epoxy boards, however, fins
should be soldered to the foil pattern). Since the maxi-
mum power dissipation varies with temperature, the
product of the applied voltage VL and the total current
drawn by the IC, after factoring in the temperature,
should not exceed the maximum dissipation.
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�Application example
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�Application board pattern
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�External dimensions (Units: mm)
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�Application board component layout
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The products listed in this document are designed to be used with ordinary electronic equipment or devices 

(such as audio visual equipment, office-automation equipment, communications devices, electrical

 appliances and electronic toys).

Should you intend to use these products with equipment or devices which require an extremely high level of 

reliability and the malfunction of with would directly endanger human life (such as medical instruments,

 transportation equipment, aerospace machinery, nuclear-reactor controllers, fuel controllers and other 

safety devices), please be sure to consult with our sales representative in advance.

Notes
No technical content pages of this document may be reproduced in any form or transmitted by any 

means without prior permission of ROHM CO.,LTD.

The contents described herein are subject to change without notice. The specifications for the

product described in this document are for reference only. Upon actual use, therefore, please request

that specifications to be separately delivered.

Application circuit diagrams and circuit constants contained herein are shown as examples of standard 

use and operation. Please pay careful attention to the peripheral conditions when designing circuits

and deciding upon circuit constants in the set.

Any data, including, but not limited to application circuit diagrams information, described herein 

are intended only as illustrations of such devices and not as the specifications for such devices. ROHM 

CO.,LTD. disclaims any warranty that any use of such devices shall be free from infringement of any

third party's intellectual property rights or other proprietary rights, and further, assumes no liability of 

whatsoever nature in the event of any such infringement, or arising from or connected with or related 

to the use of such devices.

Upon the sale of any such devices, other than for buyer's right to use such devices itself, resell or 

otherwise dispose of the same, no express or implied right or license to practice or commercially 

exploit any intellectual property rights or other proprietary rights owned or controlled by 

ROHM CO., LTD. is granted to any such buyer.

Products listed in this document use silicon as a basic material.

Products listed in this document are no antiradiation design.

About Export Control Order in Japan

Products described herein are the objects of controlled goods in Annex 1 (Item 16) of Export Trade Control
Order in Japan.
In case of export from Japan, please confirm if it applies to "objective" criteria or an "informed" (by MITI clause)
on the basis of "catch all controls for Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction.  
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